
 

CALL FOR PAPERS  

FOR THE 1ST ONLINE MEETING OF CEENASWE MEMBERS: 

WESTERN ESOTERICISM IN CENTRAL AND EASTERN EUROPE 

– RESEARCH PROJECTS, PERSPECTIVES AND CHALLENGES 

DECEMBER 18TH, 2020, ONLINE  
SUBMISSIONS: NOVEMBER 1ST – 30TH, 2020 VIA CEENASWE2014@GMAIL.COM 

 
In the face of the pandemic crisis, plans to organize a stationary conference to be held in Poland this 
year had to be revised. However, we would not like to give up on a meeting of network members 
completely, therefore we propose a different format of the colloquium, which will at least enable a 
virtual meeting, and an exchange of ideas and data about current projects in the region.  
 
If you are currently conducting, or planning in the near future, a research project in the field of 
esotericism closely related to Central or Eastern Europe; want to present a report on the work carried 
out; are looking for scholars to collaborate on planned research; or you can share information about 
the possibilities of financing scientific projects in your country available to foreign researchers – we are 
waiting for a short abstract of your planned presentation (for approximately 20 minutes). 
 
The meeting is divided into three parts: 

1) Presentation of current and planned research in the form of papers; 
2) Session or panel discussion (depending on the number of applications) devoted to 

opportunities and challenges – in particular, the possibility of obtaining funds for research in our field: 
from doctoral programs, through post-docs, short- and long-term mobility, grants from national and 
international institutions (e.g. Visegard Fund, ERC). We know that attempts to find funding for research 
related to esotericism face many more obstacles in our region than in Western Europe – as the 
humanities are critically underfinanced and research is often held back by ideological considerations. 
We want to create a forum for the exchange of information about possible obstacles, challenges, but 
also opportunities for researchers working individually or in teams. 

3) Panel discussion about the CEENASWE team project presented by the Board, as well as 
presentation of plans for the next regular conference. 
 
A structured form of the meeting will facilitate the exchange of information, but we count on the 
participation of people without papers in the planned colloquium, too. We invite all members and 
interested persons to take the opportunity to meet online, and actively participate in the discussions. 
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